INTRODUCING
TORC
TACTICAL OPERATIONS RESPONSE CARRIER

STANDARD FEATURES

- Standard or Quick Release platform
- Hydration/Communication tunnel on shoulder straps
- Removable D-ring attachments
- Ballistic Dynamic Cummerbund with pockets
- Dynamic Cummerbund grip tabs
- Spacer mesh lining
- Admin/document pouch
- Front kangaroo pouch
- Non-skid shoulder weapon mount
- ID placard attachment points
- Reinforced drag strap
- Bottom loading front and rear rifle plate pockets, with expandable 4-way stretch
- Advanced Shoulder Pads (ASP)
- Removable sling catch
- Utilizes alpha sizing system

Scalable, Low-Drag Tactical Solution

The Tactical Operations Response Carrier (TORC) is a multipurpose plate carrier system designed to meet the demands of today’s Law Enforcement Operations & Tactical Teams. Its advanced design, ergonomic fit and low-profile architecture, all contribute to a true modular tactical body armor system. Both task force and tactical teams will benefit from this vest’s scalability. Designed with utility in mind, the TORC offers plate carrier simplicity with options for ballistic protection add-ons.

Shown here fully scaled with optional ballistic add on protection
Accessories/pouches sold separately
REMOVABLE SLING CATCH

OPTIONAL COBRA® BUCKLE CUMMERBUND

OPTIONAL BALLISTIC YOKE/ COLLAR ASSEMBLY WITH RETRACTABLE NAPE

OPTIONAL BALLISTIC THROAT PROTECTOR - FULL OR LOW-PROFILE

HYDRATION/COMMUNICATION TUNNEL ON SHOULDER STRAPS

OPTIONAL STRUCTURED BALLISTIC DELTOID PROTECTOR

BALLISTIC DYNAMIC CUMMERBUND

FRONT KANGAROO POUCH

BOTTOM LOADING FRONT AND REAR RIFLE PLATE POCKETS, WITH EXPANDABLE 4-WAY STRETCH

Optional Quick Release platform can be integrated into either a left or right release configuration

Optional COBRA® buckle cummerbund

Optional Zipper Admin Pouch Accessory
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Coming 2020
The TORC is the superior modular system for today’s law enforcement officer. Patrol, task force, and tactical teams can all benefit from the vest’s scalability. Designed with utility in mind the TORC offers plate carrier simplicity with options for ballistic protection add ons. The soft armor platform with advanced plate carrier capacity, also offers ballistic cummerbund inserts for full wrap-around protection.

**Standard Features:**
- Standard or Quick Release platform
- Hydration/Communication tunnel on shoulder straps
- Removable D-ring attachments
- Ballistic Dynamic Cummerbund with pockets
- Dynamic Cummerbund grip tabs
- Spacer mesh lining
- Admin/document pouch
- Front kangaroo pouch
- Non-skid shoulder weapon mount
- ID placard attachment points
- Reinforced drag strap
- Bottom loading front and rear rifle plate pockets, with expandable 4-way stretch
- Advanced Shoulder Pads (ASP)
- Removable sling catch
- Utilizes alpha sizing system

**Optional add on protection:**
- Ballistic yoke/collar assembly with throat and retractable nape protector
- Ballistic structured deltoid protectors
- Ballistic groin protector – enhanced or standard
- Ballistic lower abdomen protector
- Ballistic lower back protector
- Ballistic shoulder pad inserts
- Zipper admin pouch accessory
- PeraFlex System Pouches for kangaroo and cummerbund
- COBRA®, Alpha and Tubes® Dynamic Cummerbund upgrades
- Laser cut Hard Armor Shoulder Plates (HASP)*
- Upgraded Advanced Shoulder Pad (UASP) system featuring 3D foam technology*

AE optional PeraFlex System pouches include M16/M4 Double or Single Mag Pouch, Double or Single Pistol Mag Pouch, Small Adjustable Bungee Flashlight Pouch, Handcuff Single Pouch, or IFAK Single Pouch